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Chapter 4 The Architecture of MuNAS 

The architecture of the MuNAS (Figure 4) requires the addition of several 

components into the UNIX operating system. First, we embed a system-call serializer 

in the kernel. Processes that issue these system calls to “/dev/dsp” are serially 

redirected to an audio data relay by the system-call serializer. The serialized system 

calls are adhered to the  M-protocol. There is also a continuously running process 

called the audio-sending daemon which retrieves serialized system calls stored in the 

audio data relay and sends them to an audio-receiving daemon via the network. The 

audio-receiving daemon in the remote computer deserializes the serialized system calls 

according to the M-protocol and then executes the system calls to the audio device 

“/dev/dsp”. After the execution of the system call, it informs the system-call 

serializer by sending an acknowledgement. The acknowledgement comprises the 

return value and parameters of the system call execution. The format of the 

acknowledgement is also defined in the M-protocol. It can either send to the 

system-call serializer directly or via the audio-sending daemon. We present details of 

these components in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4: The architecture of MuNAS 

 

4.1. Audio Data Relay 

An audio data relay can be a FIFO special file, a message queue of interprocess 

communication, or similar mechanisms [10,11]. Since the ways to implement an audio 

data relay in these mechanisms are very similar, we only present how to make an audio 

data relay in a FIFO special file in this paper.  

Each user in the system is provided with a FIFO special file. In UNIX, a FIFO 

special file (a named pipe) is similar to a pipe, except that it is accessed as part of the 

file system.  It can be opened by multiple processes for reading or writing. When 

processes are exchanging data via the FIFO, the kernel passes all data internally 

without writing them to the file system. 

This FIFO file is used as a relay of the audio data (the audio data relay). Note that 

each user has his or her own audio data relay. The open, write, ioctl, and close system 
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calls invoked by the processes of one user will be serialized and sent to the audio data 

relay of that user. It is obvious that we must have a naming scheme to differentiate the 

audio data relays belonging to different users. In our implementation, the file name of 

the audio data relay appends the user ID of the user in the UNIX system to 

“/tmp/myDSP_” (e.g., if there is a user with ID 500, then the file name of his or her 

audio data relay is “/tmp/myDSP_500”).  

 

4.2. The System-call Serializer  

Figure 4 shows that the open, write, read, ioctl, and close system calls to 

“/dev/dsp” issued by a user process are serialized and sent to the user’s  audio data 

relay. The functionality of the system-call serializer is to encode the name and all the 

arguments of an invoked system call into a stream of bytes. The format of the 

serialized system call is defined in M-protocol. Figure 5 shows that there are two ways 

to implement and embed the system-call serializer in the kernel: one is to write a new 

device driver for sound device (see Section 5.1.1) and the other is to modify several 

system calls (see Section 5.1.2). We implemented both schemes in Red Hat Linux 7.2, 

8.0, and 9.0. The two implementations are different. The latter scheme has to check if 

the system call is executed on the device file of the sound device but the former one 

does not have to do it. 
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Figure 5: The two implementations of the system-call serializer 

 

4.3. Audio-Sending, Audio-Receiving and Ack-Receiving 

Daemons 

There is always an audio-sending daemon associated with an audio data relay. The 

audio-sending daemon continuously reads serialized system calls stored in the audio 

data relay (a FIFO special file) and forwards them to an audio-receiving daemon in a 

remote computer via the network. The return value from a remote computer is sent to 

ack-receiving daemon . In our implementation, we use a TCP connection to perform 

the data transmission.   

The audio-receiving daemon parses the received serialized system calls to identify 

open, write, ioctl, and close system calls. First, the open, ioctl, write, and close system 

calls from different processes are isolated according to the process IDs. Then, the 

audio-receiving daemon performs audio mixing of these isolated system calls from 

different processes. Finally, according to the mixed audio data, it invokes the 
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appropriate open, ioctl, write, and close system calls to its local “/dev/dsp”. 

We experienced difficulties meeting the real-time requirement if there is no 

synchronization mechanism between the audio-sending and audio-receiving daemons, 

due to too many serialized system calls being sent to the audio-receiving daemon 

staying at the network buffer in certain situations. In this case, after the audio 

application stops the sound from playing, the audio-receiving daemon can obtain the 

buffered serialized system calls from the network. Thus, the playing of sound cannot 

stop immediately. This problem is solved by having the system-call serializer wait for 

an acknowledgement after it sends serialized system calls to the audio data relay (see 

Figure 4). Whenever the audio-receiving daemon receives a data packet, it first parses 

it, performs audio mixing, and invokes the appropriate system calls. It then informs the 

system-call serializer whether it has finished the process of the received serialized 

system calls correctly or not by sending an acknowledgement. The acknowledgement 

comprises the return value and parameters of the system call execution. The 

acknowledgement can either send to the system-call serializer directly or via the 

ack-receiving daemon. The system-call serializer then passes the return value and 

parameters back to the caller of the system call. After that, the audio-sending daemon 

can then continue to read serialized system calls from the audio data relay, and 

continuously repeat the process. 
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